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Introducing the SAME Delfino: a concentrated package of 
productivity.   

 

Ultra-compact dimensions, superior comfort and outstanding versatility: these are the 
key strengths of the new SAME Delfino, the ideal tractor not only for agricultural tasks 
in restricted spaces and between narrowly spaced rows, but also for public park 
maintenance applications.  

Available as both platform versions with a fold-down two-pillar front ROPS or with a 
comfortable four-pillar high visibility cab designed specifically by the constructor for 
this series of tractors, the SAME Delfino family is also offered as a special low profile 
version with rear tyres measuring just 20" in diameter, for even greater agility when 
working under the canopy. With extraordinary tractor and a huge choice of 
configuration options, don't be fooled by the small appearance of this the SAME 
Delfino: as its technical characteristics, mechanicals and performance bear 
comparison with those of its bigger siblings. From the open field to specialised tasks, 
the Delfino offers the most versatile multi-role capability in its class. With its class-
beating weight/power ratio, the Delfino 60 is the best solution for applications where 
minimising soil compaction is crucial. Low vibration and noise levels and an 
intelligently designed interior, with a telescopic steering column and highly ergonomic 
controls, ensure excellent operator comfort in all conditions. The spacious driver zone 
and potent air conditioning system contribute to maximising on-board comfort, while 
the new design will please even the most discerning eye. 

Compact, but boasting a generous unitary cylinder capacity, and featuring 
electronically controlled Common Rail fuel injection, the new engine powering the 
SAME Delfino family delivers 51 HP on Delfino 50 models and 59 HP on Delfino 60 
models. The torque curves of these engines have been optimised specifically for 
agricultural tasks, municipal applications and park maintenance. With a total capacity 
of 2200 cm3, maximum engine speed is just 2600 rpm, maximising both reliability and 
fuel economy, while peak torque is already available at just 1600 rpm. Stage V 
compliance is attained with a DOC catalytic converter and a passive DPF diesel 
particulate filter (both of which maintenance-free), which minimise the impact of 
these powerplants on the environment with no penalties in terms of operating costs.  



A sturdy and dependable fully synchronised transmission with 12 forward and reverse 
speeds (increasable to 16 +16 with the addition of the creeper gear) lets the SAME 
Delfino family deliver outstanding performance in any situation. The control levers of 
the transmission are situated ergonomically under the steering wheel. The top speed 
of 30 km/h, attained at low engine speed, makes for a less tiring ride when travelling 
between sites and transporting loads by road. At the opposite end of the speed scale, 
with the addition of the supercreeper gear, these tractors can work at maximum rated 
engine speed at ground speeds as low as 260 metres per hour. An impressive 
maximum steering angle offers superlative agility, while both differentials can be 
locked simultaneously by simply pressing a button to ensure outstanding traction even 
in treacherous ground conditions.  

With class beating hydraulic systems, Delfino tractors can work effectively with a wide 
range of hydraulically operated implements. The base version includes a 30 l/min 
hydraulic pump dedicated to the 1200 Kg lift and the distributors (available with up to 
6 couplers), and an independent secondary hydraulic steering circuit, for effortless 
steering and superior agility even at low engine speeds and when working with heavy 
loads. The rear lift with draft control makes it possible to tackle even the toughest 
jobs with seamlessly smooth control. 

A number of configurations are offered for the rear PTO, while the different speed 
modes available are selectable from a practical, dedicated control in the driver zone. 
An optional 600 Kg front lift, installable together with an electronically engaged front 
PTO, and a 2000 rpm belly PTO further extend the versatility of this small but capable 
tractor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SAME. the history of Italian agriculture in just four letters. 
Since its inception, SAME has been an intrinsic part of agriculture, contributing to the growth of this 
sector with its tractors from the first Trattrice Cassani model in 1927 up to today's state of the art, 
technologically advanced machines. Every model is a faithful and tireless ally for farmers in Italy and 
beyond, in a versatile range of tractors for every application from the vineyard and fruit orchard to open 
field and general farmyard tasks.  

Website: www.same-tractors.com 

Facebook: SAMEitalia 

Instagram: sametractorsofficial 

 
About SDF 

 
SDF, whose main headquarters is in Treviglio (BG), is one of the world's leading manufacturers of 
tractors, harvesters and diesel engines. Its products are distributed under the brands SAME, DEUTZ-
FAHR, Lamborghini Trattori, Hürlimann and Grégoire. The tractor range is offered with powers from 25 to 
336 HP, while the harvester range comes with powers up to 395 HP.  

SDF has 8 production plants, 12 commercial branches, 2 joint ventures, 155 importers and over 3,100 
dealers worldwide and a global workforce of more than 3,800 employees. In 2019, the company recorded 
a turnover of €1.268 billion, with an EBITDA of 8.7%.  
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